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vidcrop supports a wide range of video formats including avi,
mpg, mpeg, wmv, asf, mov, rmvb, mkv, ts, divx, flv, flv, mp4,

rm, and vob. the interface is easy to use and it is very
convenient for you to crop the videos without missing any part.

moreover, you can preview the final effect of the cropped
video. it also supports batch conversion. you can select files
and convert them in batch mode, which is very useful when
you have a lot of videos to convert. the output video can be
directly played on your pc, tv or portable device, even on
mobile phone. vidcrop can support videos in all popular

formats including avi, mpg, mpeg, wmv, asf, mov, rmvb, mkv,
ts, divx, flv, flv, mp4, rm, and vob. besides, it can also crop the

videos with support of multiple video formats. and you can
preview the final effect of the video before you convert them.

you can preview the output video in different modes, like small
mode, normal mode and normal mode with sound. vidcrop can
work with files in mpg, mpeg, mov, avi, wmv and others, but
only output video in avi or wmv. before trimming or cropping
your video with this software, you are allowed to zoom in it. it

provides you range bar for controlling the frames that you
want to remove or keep. while you use it to crop mp4 or other
files, you can preview the final effect at the same time. vidcrop

can work with avi, mpg, and other popular video formats. it
supports a wide variety of video codecs so you can use it to

crop the videos of various formats. besides, it has support for
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batch conversion. after cropping, you can choose the type of
output you want to give your video. if you choose to crop the
video for an iphone, you can decide the dimension. you can
crop the video in all video formats, and most importantly,

vidcrop supports high resolution output, up to 1080p.
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vidcrop is a simple to use video crop app that can crop out the
parts of a video you want. you can crop any part of your video,
including any aspect ratio including 4:3, 16:9, 9:16, 5:4, etc. it
can cut out the undesired areas from the video file. this app is
often used for reducing the size of your video files. it is a free
app. this software is compatible with different video formats,
like asf, avi, mpeg, mp4, wmv, mov, wma and more. you can
save it as a video file. it is easy to use and you can crop the

video clip in different aspect ratios. vidcrop pro for windows is
designed to create and edit avi videos. this is a windows-only

version of vidcrop pro. vidcrop is a very easy-to-use video
editor for windows that can crop your video files. it can crop

any part of your video, including any aspect ratio including 4:3,
16:9, 9:16, 5:4, etc. it can cut out the undesired areas from the

video file. this app is often used for reducing the size of your
video files. it is a free app. vidcrop is a windows version of

vidcrop. vidcrop for windows is designed to create and edit avi
videos. this is a windows-only version of vidcrop pro. vidcrop is
a very easy-to-use video editor for windows that can crop your

video files. it can crop any part of your video, including any
aspect ratio including 4:3, 16:9, 9:16, 5:4, etc. it can cut out

the undesired areas from the video file. this app is often used
for reducing the size of your video files. it is a free app. vidcrop

is a windows version of vidcrop. vidcrop pro for windows is
designed to create and edit avi videos. this is a windows-only

version of vidcrop pro. vidcrop is a very easy-to-use video
editor for windows that can crop your video files. it can crop

any part of your video, including any aspect ratio including 4:3,
16:9, 9:16, 5:4, etc. it can cut out the undesired areas from the

video file. this app is often used for reducing the size of your
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video files. it is a free app. vidcrop pro is a windows version of
vidcrop. 5ec8ef588b
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